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The Bath Itself. 'These special initial things
done, the next step is the shampoo part. Baby's
warm, wet wash cloth, usually without soap, is first
used on his face; then wet again and well soaped, it
is applied carefully but rather vigorously to his
head and scalp, behind his ears, the creases of his
neck, his armpits, his hands and feet, and lastly his
little buttocks and groins. Be especially careful
about the folds in the little fat neck. Slip the soapy
fingers deep into and well around the crease, so
there is no chance for the redness and irritation
that surely follow the neglect of this precaution.
Then he is ready for dip number one. In the warm
tub he goes, his head well supported. For this part,
mother may sit down if she desires, having the
stool height for the tub adjusted accordingly.
Baby soon learns to love this part of the process.
Be very gentle at first—nothing to startle or
frighten, water not too warm, but about 98° F. by
bath thermometer, then, by adding hot water from
the pitcher, increase to 100° or even to 102°. After
mother and baby become accustomed to the bath,
the temperature can be approximated without the
use of the thermometer. In this tub baby stays
from three to five minutes, or less if at first he
doesn't care for it—maybe just long enough to
rinse off the soap* Then quickly in and out of the
second tub, the water in which will at first be only
a little cooler in temperature from that of the first.
But clay by day, as baby gets more and more ac-
customed to his bath, the temperature of the water
in the second tub is gradually lowered until baby,
without realizing what is happening, becomes ac- ^^^^
customed to a cool and, finally, to a cold rinse.
To be sure that baby, by some sudden turn, does not slip
away from mother's supporting hand and his head go down into
the water, a safe way to hold him is to pass the hand and wrist

